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Abstract

We develop a tractable macroeconomic model that captures dynamic behaviors across multiple

timescales, including business cycles. The model is anchored in a dynamic capital demand framework

reflecting an interactions-based process whereby firms determine capital needs and make investment de-

cisions on a micro level. We derive equations for aggregate demand from this micro setting and embed

them in the Solow growth economy. As a result, we obtain a closed-form dynamical system with which

we study economic fluctuations and their impact on long-term growth. For realistic parameters, the

model has two attracting equilibria: one at which the economy contracts and one at which it expands.

This bi-stable configuration gives rise to quasiperiodic fluctuations, characterized by the economy’s pro-

longed entrapment in either a contraction or expansion mode punctuated by rapid alternations between

them. We identify the underlying endogenous mechanism as a coherence resonance phenomenon. In

addition, the model admits a stochastic limit cycle likewise capable of generating quasiperiodic fluctu-

ations; however, we show that these fluctuations cannot be realized as they induce unrealistic growth

dynamics. We further find that while the fluctuations powered by coherence resonance can cause sub-

stantial excursions from the equilibrium growth path, such deviations vanish in the long run as supply

and demand converge.
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1. Introduction

My view was, and still is, that the most urgent current analytical need was for a way of

fitting together short-run macroeconomics, when the main action consists of variations in

aggregate demand, with the long run factors represented by the neoclassical growth model,

when the main action is on the supply side. Another way of saying this is that short-run and

long-run models of macroeconomic behavior need a way to merge in a practical macroeco-

nomics of the medium run (Solow, 2005).

The field of economics has long been aware of a conceptual dichotomy between studies of short-

term dynamics and models of long-term growth. An early distinction was made between the Hicks

IS-LM model (1937) and the Solow growth model (1956). The developments in both approaches have

captured important dynamics at their respective timescales, such as short-term demand effects and

endogenous drivers of long-term growth (e.g. Aghion and Howitt, 1992). Yet it is not well understood

how the dynamics at different timescales are interlinked and how medium-term disequilibrium dynamics

impact the long-term growth trend of the economy.

Since the World War II, the United States of America alone has faced twelve recessions. While the

severe short-term consequences of these crises are appreciated, understanding of the long-lasting im-

pact on growth remains underdeveloped. The pervasive recurrence of booms and busts has thus sparked

research into the linkages between economic volatility and growth (Cooley and Prescott, 1995; Aghion

and Howitt, 2006; Priesmeier and Stähler, 2011; Bakas et al., 2019). Theoretical as well as empirical

investigations1 have turned out to be inconclusive, as authors disagree on both the sign and magni-

tude of the ultimate effect of volatility on growth. Theoretical literature is divided into two dominant

strands that stem from either Schumpeterian notions, in which volatility is good for growth (based on

Schumpeter, 1939, 1942), or the learning-by-doing concept (based on Arrow, 1962), where volatility is

detrimental to growth. The conflicting theoretical frameworks and ambiguous empirical findings indi-

cate that new, alternative approaches may be needed to decipher the genuine nature of the relationship

between volatility and growth. Current literature does not generally consider the impact of the interac-

tions among economic agents and their collective dynamics on long-term growth. It is this impact and

its underlying mechanisms that we seek to capture and explain.

1We suggest Bakas et al. (2019) for a comprehensive review of this literature.
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We are motivated by the micro-to-macro approach of agent-based modeling (LeBaron and Tesfat-

sion, 2008; Dawid and Delli Gatti, 2018; Hommes and LeBaron, 2018) and, especially, the Keynes-

meets-Schumpeter class of models (Dosi et al., 2010, 2015) that study the linkages between endogenous

growth and demand policy. While agent-based models successfully capture many complex phenomena,

they are generally analytically intractable, making the analysis of the precise mechanics linking volatility

and growth difficult. Our approach remains distinct as we aim to derive a tractable system of equations

for the aggregate dynamics from micro-level interactions.

This paper’s objective is to develop a model of capital demand driven economic fluctuations, in

which interactions among agents to coordinate on economic outcomes lead to periods of booms and

busts, and apply it to examine how fluctuations affect the economy across different timescales and pos-

sibly shape its long-term growth. Inspired by Keynes (1936), our focus on capital demand is motivated

by the observation that firms’ investment is both pro-cyclical and volatile (Stock and Watson, 1999),

suggesting investment decisions play a key role in business cycles. We treat investment decision-making

as an interactions-based process whereby firm managers exchange views and affect each other’s opin-

ions. In other words, we emphasize strategic complementarity and peer influence that cause managers

to coalign their individual expectations at the micro level. We use the framework developed in Gusev

et al. (2015) and Kroujiline et al. (2016) to describe this interaction process mathematically and derive

the macroscopic equations governing the dynamics of aggregate capital demand. To close the econ-

omy while highlighting the demand-driven effects, we attach these equations to a simple supply side

component represented by the Solow growth model (1956).

As a result, we obtain a closed-form dynamical system, hereafter the Dynamic Solow model, which

enables us to study a broad range of economic behaviors. The model’s primary contribution is the iden-

tification of a new mechanism of business cycles that captures their quasiperiodic nature characterized

by one or several peaks in a wide distribution of cycle lengths.

We show that, for economically realistic parameters, the Dynamic Solow model admits two attracting

equilibria2 that entrap the economy in either a contraction or expansion. The equilibria are indetermi-

nate (Benhabib and Farmer, 1999) as both the path to and the choice of equilibrium depend on the beliefs

of the agents themselves. The entrapment is asymmetric because technological progress, introduced ex-

2The 2008 crisis gave new impetus to revisiting the single equilibrium framework; e.g. Vines and Wills (2020) recently made

the case for moving towards a multi-equilibrium paradigm.
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ternally, causes the economy to stay on average longer in expansion than contraction, contributing to

long-term growth. The flow of exogenous news continually perturbs the economy stochastically and

prevents it from settling at either equilibrium. Over time, the economy tends to drift slowly towards the

boundary between the contraction and expansion regions, making it easier for a news shock to instigate

a regime transition in line with the “small shock, large business cycle” effect (Bernanke et al., 1996). This

endogenous mechanism generates quasiperiodic fluctuations as it involves both deterministic dynamics

and stochastic forcing.

Such a mechanism, whereby noise applied to a dynamical system leads to a quasiperiodic response,

is known as coherence resonance (Pikovsky and Kurths, 1997). It occurs in situations where the system

has long unclosed trajectories such that even small amounts of noise can effectively reconnect them and

thus create a quasiperiodic limit cycle. Coherence resonance emerges naturally in bi-stable systems,

including our model.

The coherence resonance mechanism differentiates the Dynamic Solow model from preceding re-

search that has often considered limit cycles as the endogenous source of economic fluctuations.3 In

particular, Beaudry et al. (2020) propose an extended Dynamic Stochastic General Equilibrium model,

in which the quasiperiodic character of fluctuations comes from noise acting directly on a periodic limit

cycle. Coherence resonance, however, appears to be the preferred route to generating business cycles as

it requires noise only as a catalyst, thus relying much less on random shocks to reproduce regime vari-

ability. Furthermore, we show that the fluctuations produced by a noise-perturbed limit cycle, which is as

well recovered in a certain parameter range in our model, dampen long-term growth and unrealistically

cause capital demand to diverge from supply in the long run.

We note that the Dynamic Solow model nests two limiting cases that match those of previous lit-

erature. In the case where capital demand is persistently higher than supply, the model recovers the

exponential equilibrium growth of the classic Solow model. In the opposite case, where capital demand

is persistently lower than supply, the model exhibits quasiperiodic fluctuations driven by a coherence

resonance mechanism similar to that in Kroujiline et al. (2019).

We explore the Dynamic Solow model numerically across multiple timescales, from months to cen-

3The early literature comprises Hicks (1937), Kaldor (1940) and Goodwin (1951). Later reviews include Boldrin and Woodford

(1990), Scheinkman (1990), Lorenz (1993) and Gandolfo (2009). We also note Beaudry et al. (2020) as an influential recent

investigation.
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turies, and identify business cycles as quasiperiodic fluctuations that most frequently last 40-70 years.

These fluctuations may be associated with Kondratieff cycles if interpreted as investment driven4. Koro-

tayev and Tsirel (2010) employ spectral analysis to suggest the existence of long-term business cycles.

However, the academic community remains divided on this issue and the research has been focused

primarily on the fluctuations in the 8-12 year range. These shorter-term cycles cannot emerge in our

model because it does not include accelerators such as the financial sector or household debt.

Currently, many macroeconomic models describe an economy in or near equilibrium. Most promi-

nent is the Dynamic Stochastic General Equilibrium class of models (see Christiano et al., 2018; Kaplan

and Violante, 2018, for recent reviews). While behavioral limitations and various frictions have been

considered, these models operate in an adiabatic regime where equilibrium is reached more quickly than

the environment changes. In other words, there is some form of perfect coordination (e.g. market clear-

ing where supply and demand equate) among all agents at each point in time. Over long timescales

this treatment may be justified, but in the near term coordination failures are inevitable, leading to

pronounced fluctuations and persistent spells of disequilibrium.

The Dynamic Solow model enables us to study both the disequilibrium fluctuations and the equilib-

rium growth. We examine the impact of fluctuations on growth and show that fluctuations can affect

economic expansion over extended time intervals. However, the deviations from the balanced growth

path disappear with time as demand and supply converge asymptotically in the long run.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we introduce and explain the

mechanics of dynamic capital demand and the Solow growth framework within which it rests. Section 3

considers two limiting cases: first, we obtain the equilibrium growth path when capital demand exceeds

supply; and second, we investigate the demand dynamics and highlight the mechanism underlying

fluctuations when capital supply exceeds demand. Section 4 formulates and studies the general case

of the Dynamic Solow model, focusing on the analysis of mid-term fluctuations and long-term growth.

Finally, Section 5 concludes by reflecting on the work done and suggests further avenues of research.

4Kondratieff himself attributed these cycles to capital investment dynamics. This interpretation was further advanced by a

number of papers in the 1980s. Kondratieff cycles are, however, more commonly linked to technological innovation. There have

also been attempts to combine investment and innovation explanations. For a review see Korotayev and Tsirel (2010).
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2. The Dynamic Solow Model

This section develops the Dynamic Solow model5. The modeling framework is set out in Section 2.1

and the equations of the model components are derived in Sections 2.2-2.5.

2.1. Model Structure

The Dynamic Solow model is illustrated in Figure 1. It consists of a dynamic demand framework

that we propose to describe how firms determine capital needs and make investment decisions (right

loop), to which we attach the familiar circular income flow of the Solow growth economy6 (left loop).

Capital
SupplyHousehold

Production

Investment
Capital

Capital
Demand

Capital
Market

Firm
Factories

Information

Managers

AnalystsChange in 
Production

Exogenous
News

Solow
Economy

Capital
Demand

Discovery

Figure 1: A conceptual flowchart of the Dynamic Solow model. Each individual circle depicts an entity or agent. The circles’ color

indicates whether they belong to the same entity (notably, firm managers and firm factories are both parts of the firm). Labeled

black arrows define the flows between the respective entities or agents. The orange loops highlight (i) the Solow economy (left

loop) and (ii) the dynamic demand decision-making process introduced in this section (right loop).

In the Solow economy, households supply capital through savings and firms convert capital into

output for household consumption. Both households and firms are static decision-makers. Households

5M. Gusev and D. Kroujiline formulated and presented the basic ideas behind the model at the Macroeconomic Instability

seminars of the Rebuilding Macroeconomics project run by the National Institute of Economic and Social Research in London

(Gusev and Kroujiline, 2020).
6We choose this supply-side framework for the following reasons: (i) the capital supply dynamics are less important on the

timescales where we expect to find fluctuations and thus can be modeled approximately; (ii) the assumption that households save

a constant fraction of income is an appropriate leading-order approximation since it is the first term in the Taylor series expansion

of savings as a general function of income; and (iii) the Solow model is a parsimonious representation of economic growth, sharing

the basics with many macroeconomic models, which may be helpful to extending our approach to more sophisticated settings.
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save a fixed share of income and firms convert all supplied capital into production. In contrast, we aim to

describe how firms develop a strategic business outlook based on their reading of the current economic

situation and accordingly determine their capital needs so as to adjust production capacity. Firms thus

become active decision-makers, which results in a dynamically evolving capital demand.

Organizational decision-making is a complex process with competing goals and targets, often based

on industry-standard business planning and operating procedures (Cyert and March, 1992; Miller and

Cardinal, 1994). Without needing to make firm goals explicit, we posit that corporate decision-making

can be viewed as a composite of two distinct processes occurring on different timescales. First, there is

information gathering and analysis, characterized by the frequency with which becomes available exoge-

nous information such as ad-hoc company news, monthly statistics releases or quarterly earnings reports.

Second, there is the formation of firms’ expectations about the future based on the analysis of collected

information, which is then translated into investment decisions. Initially, we may neglect the cost side

and focus solely on revenue generation, elevating in relevance the expectation of future consumption.

Most importantly, the strategic aspect of investment decision-making implies longer timescales than

those of information gathering and analysis.

We model this two-tier decision-making on the microscale by introducing two classes of agents:

analysts who collect and analyze relevant information and managers who use this analysis to develop a

business outlook and make investment decisions. There are industries where these two classes of agents

actually exist (e.g. analysts and investors in finance), whereas in other situations this division serves as

a metaphor for the different actions completed by an individual participant. Our objective is to derive

the macro-level equations for aggregate demand from this micro setting.

External information enters the decision-making process at the analyst level. As previously noted, the

most relevant news is that which affects the analysts’ expectation of future consumption. Motivated by

recent work on extrapolative beliefs in finance (Greenwood and Shleifer, 2014; Kuchler and Zafar, 2019;

Da et al., 2021), we assume that analysts base their expectations primarily on the current state of the

economy by extrapolating the consumption growth into the future. As such, we carve out consumption

growth as the most relevant information stream and model all other news as exogenous noise (treating

news shocks similarly to Angeletos and La’O, 2013; Angeletos et al., 2020; Beaudry and Portier, 2014).

Further, since consumption is approximated as a constant fraction of production in the model, we can

replace consumption with production. The resulting system acquires a feedback mechanism as higher

output growth leads to increasing expectations that cause greater investment, inducing further increases
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in output growth and starting the process anew.

On the manager level, we emphasize the impact of the opinions and actions of competitors on

decision-making, following the growing body of research on peer influence in business (Griskevicius

et al., 2008) and strategic complementarity (Cooper and John, 1988; Beaudry et al., 2020). More

specifically, we assume that managers exchange views within their peer network with the purpose of

coaligning their expectations about the economy.

The Dynamic Solow model employs, as discussed, two different processes for capital demand and

supply: firms determine capital needs dynamically via individual interactions and economic feedback

while households supply capital in proportion to income. Thus, demand and supply may not match at

each point in time, which brings us to the discussion of capital market clearing on different timescales.

The dynamic demand discovery process occurs on timescales much shorter than the timescale of techno-

logical growth. At these short and intermediate timescales – relevant to information gathering, invest-

ment decision-making and production adjustment – prices are rigid and we expect demand and supply

to behave inelastically. However, over long time horizons in which the economy is advancing along

the equilibrium growth path, prices become flexible and the capital market clears via price adjustment.

Therefore, we expect that demand and supply converge in the long run.

As such, the conceptual framework behind the model is now complete. The remainder of Section 2

is as follows. Section 2.2 extends the usual equation for aggregate economic production to include the

(shorter) timescales at which production capacity adjusts. Section 2.3 briefly introduces a representative

household and the capital motion equation. Section 2.4 derives the equations for aggregate capital

demand from the micro-level agent-based formulation outlined above. Finally, Section 2.5 sets out

conditions for capital market clearing.

2.2. Production

We represent aggregate output by a Cobb-Douglas production function that takes invested capital as

an input7, generically written as

Y = eεt Kρ, (1)

7For simplicity, we normalize the initial technology level to unity and do not consider labor, which is equivalent to normalizing

the labor component to unity or taking the variables in per capita terms.
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with output Y , invested capital K , capital share in production ρ and technology growth rate ε. Equation

(1) implies that output adjusts immediately to any change in capital. In other words, it is only valid

on timescales longer than the time it takes to adjust the production capacity (e.g. the construction of

a new factory or installation of new machinery). Since we are also concerned with decision-making

processes that occur at much shorter timescales than production adjustment, we introduce a dynamic

form of production

τy Ẏ = −Y + eεt Kρ, (2)

where the dot denotes the derivative with respect to time and 1 � τy � 1/ε is the characteristic

timescale of production capacity adjustment8. In the short run, this equation describes the dynamic

adjustment of output to new capital levels. In the long run, we recover the Cobb-Douglas production

form (1) as τy Ẏ is negligibly small for t � τy .

Finally, we rewrite equation (2) with log variables k = ln K and y = ln Y as

τy ẏ = eρk+εt−y − 1. (3)

2.3. Households and Capital Supply

We consider a single representative household that is the owner of the firm and thus receives Y as

income. A fixed proportion of income, expressed as λY , is saved and the remainder is consumed. This is

a convenient simplification that allows us to focus on the effects of dynamic capital demand. A constant

savings rate can also be viewed as a leading-order Taylor expansion of household savings as a general

function of income, making it a sensible first approximation.

The total savings are available to firms to invest. We denote them as capital supply Ks. The working

capital used in production, K , suffers depreciation at a rate δ. As households are the owners of the

capital, the loss δK is attributed to the capital supply. Consequently, the supply dynamics take the form

K̇s = λY −δK . (4)

Setting ks = ln Ks, we reformulate equation (4) using log variables as

k̇s = λe y−ks −δek−ks . (5)

8In reality, the adjustment periods are asymmetric because it is easier to reduce capacity than to increase it. For simplicity, we

treat capacity increases and decreases as if they were symmetric.
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2.4. Dynamic Capital Demand

In this section, we derive the equations for aggregate capital demand. As set out in Section 2.1,

this derivation is based on a micro-level framework that divides the firms’ investment planning into two

processes occurring at different speeds: fast-paced information gathering and analysis; and slow-paced

decision-making. We model these processes with two classes of interacting agents: analysts who collect

and analyze relevant information; and managers who use this analysis to develop their strategic business

outlook and make investment decisions.9

In mathematical terms, we consider two large groups of agents: analysts i ∈ {1, . . . , Nh} and man-

agers j ∈ {1, . . . , Ns}, where Nh � 1 and Ns � 1. Each analyst and manager has a positive or negative

expectation about the future path of production, respectively hi = ±1 and s j = ±1. The agents interact

by exchanging opinions. As a result, the agents influence each other’s expectations and tend to coalign

them. To stay general, we assume analysts and managers interact among themselves and with each

other. These individual interactions drive the evolution of the macroscopic variables: average analyst

expectation h (information) and average manager expectation s (sentiment).

At each moment of time t, sentiment s is given by

s(t) = n+(t)− n−(t), (6)

where n+ = N+s /Ns and n− = N−s /Ns, with N+s and N−s representing the respective number of optimists

(s j = 1) and pessimists (s j = −1). By construction, s varies between −1 and 1. At the leading order, we

treat interaction as though each s j is affected by the collective opinions s and h (similarly constructed),

each forcing s j in their respective directions.10 As a result of this simplification, we can introduce the

total force of peer influence Fs acting on each manager as

Fs(s, h) = β1s(t) + β2h(t) + Es(t), (7)

where β1 > 0 and β2 > 0 are the sensitivities and Es denotes general exogenous influences (to be

specified later). Equation (7) implies that as the collective expectations of managers and analysts grow

more optimistic, the stronger the force exerted on a pessimistic manager to reverse her views (and vice

versa).

9This modeling approach adapts the investor-analyst interaction framework, developed for the stock market in Gusev et al.

(2015) and Kroujiline et al. (2016), to the macroeconomic context.
10This treatment, known as the mean-field approach, is the leading-order approximation for a general interaction topology.
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In addition, managers may be affected by a multitude of idiosyncratic factors causing them to occa-

sionally change opinions irrespective of other participants. We treat them as random disturbances and,

accordingly, introduce the transition rates p−+ as the probability per unit time for a manager to switch

from a negative to positive opinion and p+− as the probability per unit time of the opposite change. We

can express the changes in n+ and n− over a time interval ∆t as

n+(t +∆t) = n+(t) +∆t
�

n−(t)p
−+(t)− n+(t)p

+−(t)
�

, (8)

n−(t +∆t) = n−(t) +∆t
�

n+(t)p
+−(t)− n−(t)p

−+(t)
�

. (9)

Noting that n+ = (1+ s)/2 and n− = (1− s)/2, we subtract (9) from (8) to obtain in the limit ∆t → 0

ṡ = (1− s)p−+ − (1+ s)p+−. (10)

To complete the derivation, we must find out how the transition rates depend on peer influence:

p−+ = p−+(Fs) and p+− = p+−(Fs). It follows from (8) that in the state of equilibrium, when n±(t+∆t) =

n±(t), the condition p−+/p+− = n+/n− = N+s /N
−
s holds. Thus p−+/p+− can be interpreted as the ratio

of optimists to pessimists. We can assume this ratio changes proportionally to a change in Fs, that is

d
�

N+s /N
−
s

�

/
�

N+s /N
−
s

�

= αdFs where α is a positive constant. This interpretation allows us to write

d(p−+/p+−)/(p−+/p+−) = αdFs, which leads to

p−+

p+−
= eαFs . (11)

Condition (11) implies correctly that p−+ > p+− for Fs > 0, p−+ = p+− for Fs = 0 and p−+ < p+− for

Fs < 0. To obtain the final condition required to determine p−+ and p+− uniquely, we introduce the

characteristic time τs over which individual expectations change due to random disturbances. Since

p−+ and p+− are per unit time, τs represents the characteristic time over which the total probability for

a manager to reverse her expectation is unity:11

(p−+ + p+−)τs = 1. (12)

11Consider the impact of a random disturbance. At its end, the agent’s state will remain or change to its opposite. Introduce

p
′++ and p

′+− as the probabilities for the agent, in state +1, to end up in state +1 or −1, respectively, and p
′−− and p

′−+ for

the agent, in state −1, to end up in state −1 or +1, respectively. Thus, p
′++ + p

′+− = 1 and p
′−− + p

′−+ = 1. Assuming that

the ending state does not depend on the initial state, i.e. p
′++ = p

′−+ and p
′−− = p

′+−, we obtain p
′−+ + p

′+− = 1. If the

disturbances are frequent on the timescale of interest, we can transform the discrete probabilities into continuous transition rates

via p−+ = p
′−+/τs and p+− = p

′+−/τs to recover equation (12).
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Together conditions (11) and (12) imply the transition rates:

p−+ =
1

τs (1+ e−αFs)
, p+− =

1
τs (1+ eαFs)

. (13)

Equations (13) allow us to rewrite (10) as

τs ṡ = −s+ tanh (Fs) = −s+ tanh (β1s+ β2h+ Es) , (14)

where α/2 is absorbed into β1 and β2 without loss of generality. Note that τs acquires a dual meaning:

at the micro level, τs is akin to the manager’s average memory timespan; at the macro level, τs is the

characteristic time of variation in the aggregate expectation of managers.

Applying this approach to model the dynamics of analyst expectations yields the same form of the

evolution equation for information h:

τhḣ= −h+ tanh (Fh) = −h+ tanh
�

β3s+ β4h+ Eh

�

, (15)

where τh represents the analyst’s average memory timespan on the micro level and the characteristic

time of the variation in the aggregate expectation of analysts on the macro level. Similarly, Fh is the

peer influence acting on the analysts’ expectations, which is linear in s and h with sensitivities β3 and

β4, and Eh denotes general exogenous influences.

Equations (14) and (15) describe a generalized interactions-based process of decision-making. We

now make several assumptions to adapt it to the capital demand discovery mechanism of the Dynamic

Solow model (Figure 1).

First, we assume managers receive information only via analysts and accordingly set Es = 0. Second,

we assume analysts are affected, first and foremost, by the news about economic development and only

thereafter by all other news. More specifically, we assume the average analyst projects the output trend

forward in time (extrapolative beliefs) and we treat all other relevant news as exogenous noise. Thus

we set

Eh = γ ẏ + ξt , (16)

with sensitivity γ and news noise ξt acting on the timescale τξ � τh. The latter implies that changes

to expectations are impacted by short-term shocks with no relation to economic fundamentals (as sug-

gested, for example, by Angeletos et al. (2020)).

Third, we establish separate timescales for information processing and expectation formation. That

is, we assume information is received and processed much faster than it takes managers to adapt their
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long-term outlook and form investment decisions. Therefore: τh � τs. Fourth, as τh is much shorter

than τs, we assume direct interactions are less important for analysts than for managers and we take

β3 = β4 = 0 for simplicity.

The final step is to model the link between sentiment and capital demand. Consider a firm whose

managers have just decided on capital allocation in line with their collective sentiment. The following

day, all else being equal, the managers will not revisit this decision unless their sentiment changes.

Therefore, in the short run where t � τs (that is, over time horizons where the memory of past sentiment

persists), capital demand must be driven by change in sentiment. Conversely, over longer horizons where

t � τs, the connection between previous decisions and sentiment becomes weaker and, therefore,

investment decisions must be based on the level of sentiment itself in the long run. For lack of simpler

alternatives, we superpose these two asymptotic regimes, k̇d ∼ ṡ for t � τs and k̇d ∼ s for t � τs, and,

as a result, arrive at a complete system of equations for capital demand:

k̇d = c1ṡ+ c2s, (17)

τs ṡ = −s+ tanh (β1s+ β2h) , (18)

τhḣ = −h+ tanh (γ ẏ + ξt) , (19)

where c1 > 0 and c2 > 0 represent the capital demand sensitivity to a change in sentiment ṡ and the

level of sentiment s, respectively; and γ > 0 represents the sensitivity of information h to the state of

the economy or, in other words, the strength of economic feedback.12

2.5. Capital Market Clearing

At the relatively short time horizons relevant to information gathering, investment decision-making

and production adjustment, prices are not flexible enough to efficiently match capital demand kd and

12Gusev et al. (2015) derived equations (18) and (19) in the context of their generalized Ising model. The derivation presented

here provides a more intuitive, albeit less rigorous, treatment. Equation (18), with h as an exogenous variable, was originally

obtained by Suzuki and Kubo (1968) for the classic Ising (1925) model in statistical mechanics. Following Haag and Weidlich

(1983), equation (18) (often in its stationary form) has frequently appeared in the socioeconomic context. For reviews of the

interactions-based approaches reliant on the statistical mechanics methods and, particularly, the applications of the Ising model

and its variants to the opinion dynamics problems in economics and finance, we recommend Brock and Durlauf (2001), Bouchaud

(2013) and Slanina (2013). We also note that, unlike equations (18) and (19) that are derived from the micro level, equation

(17) is obtained as a phenomenological relation between business sentiment and capital demand. Equation (17) was initially

suggested as a link between investor sentiment and stock market returns in Gusev et al. (2015).
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supply ks, which are determined independently from each other. Accordingly, we introduce an inelastic

market clearing condition for log invested capital k as

k =min (ks, kd) , (20)

to be satisfied at each moment in time. In contrast to the classic framework, in which all household

savings are used in production, this condition implies that only a portion of savings will be invested

should demand fall short of supply (with the remainder retained in household savings accounts).

Equation (20) is a local clearing condition that reflects the short-term price rigidity; therefore, (20)

cannot remain valid over long-term horizons during which prices become sufficiently flexible to match

demand and supply. As such, we supplement (20) with an asymptotic clearing condition that holds in

the timescale of long-term economic growth:

ks ∼ kd for t ≥ O (1/ε)� 1. (21)

Together, equations (20) and (21) interlink the supply and demand components and close the Dynamic

Solow model.

At this point, it may be useful to discuss the characteristic timescales in the model. The timescales

we have encountered are differentiated in length such that τξ � τh � τs � τy � 1/ε. Economically,

information gathering occurs on a relatively short timescale, τh (with the publication of, for exam-

ple, monthly and quarterly corporate reports and industry data releases); investment decisions require

more time, τs (as processed through, for example, annual board meetings); and the implementation of

changes to production levels takes much longer, τy (the time needed for material adjustments such as

infrastructure development). We set τh = 25, τs = 250 and τy = 1000 in units of business days (250

business days = 1 year). We further assume the timespan of exogenous news events to be on average

one week (τξ = 5) and take technology growth rate ε = 2.5×10−5, which implies the timescale of 160

years13.

3. Two Limiting Cases

In this section, we inspect two cases that follow from the market clearing condition (20): first, the

supply-driven case, kd > ks such that k = ks, which recovers a Solow-type growth economy; and, second,

13In equation (1), the term exp(εt), commonly referred to as total factor productivity, yields a growth rate of about 0.6% p.a.

for ε = 2.5× 10−5, which is not far from the estimates based on the 2005-2016 period using Fernald (2016).
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the demand-driven case, kd < ks such that k = kd , in which the economic fluctuations emerge.

3.1. Supply-Driven Case kd > ks

In the supply-driven case, the market clearing condition yields K = Ks (firms use all available capital

for production). Consequently, the Dynamic Solow model is reduced to equations (2) and (4), which

can be expressed as a single second-order differential equation:

τY K̈ + (1+τYδ)K̇ +δK = λKρeεt . (22)

For t ∼ 1/ε and longer time intervals, the derivative terms in equation (22) become negligibly small

and we recover the equilibrium growth path. On shorter timescales, t ∼ τy , equation (22) describes

adjustment towards the equilibrium growth path. These two effects can be observed simultaneously

by deriving an approximate solution to equation (22) for t ≥ O(τy) (see Appendix B). The resulting

production path is given by

Y =
�

λ

δ

�
ρ

1−ρ
�

�

Be−
�

1−ρ
τy

�

t + 1
�

1
1−ρ
+ e

�

ε
1−ρ

�

t − 1

�

, (23)

where B is the constant of integration14. Equation (23) explains the output dynamics between interme-

diate and long-term timescales, capturing both the long-term growth of the classic Solow model (given

by the second exponent) and the intermediate relaxation towards the same (given by the first exponent).

The approximate analytic solution (23) and the exact numerical solution to equation (22) are compared

in Figure 2.

14This derivation is valid for the parameter values provided in Appendix A and subject to the simplifying assumption τyδ� 1

which allows us to obtain the solution in a compact form.
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Figure 2: Output Y (t) in the supply-driven case represented by the numerical solution of equation (22) (dashed blue line) and

the approximate solution (23) (solid red line). The precision of the approximate solution is improved with a greater timescale

separation τy � 1/ε. Parameters: ρ = 1/3, τy = 1000, λ = 0.15, ε = 10−5 and δ = 0.02 with an integration constant of

B = 1.5. The inset box highlights the intermediate adjustment of output to the equilibrium growth path.

3.2. Demand-Driven Case kd < ks

In the demand-driven case, the market clearing condition yields k = kd . The Dynamic Solow model

is specified at this limit by equations (3) and (17)-(19) (in this case, equation 5 decouples and no

longer affects production). To facilitate our analysis, we introduce the variable z = ρkd + εt − y ,

which makes the model solutions bounded in the (s, h, z)-space (see Appendix D). Economically, z

represents the direction and strength of economic growth. This follows from rewriting equation (3) as

τy ẏ = ez − 1, noting that for z > 0 production expands, for z < 0 it contracts and z = 0 is a production

fixed point. Using z, we re-express the model as a three-dimensional dynamical system that is bounded

and autonomous in the absence of noise:

ż = ρc1ṡ+ρc2s−ωY (e
z − 1) + ε (24a)

τs ṡ = −s+ tanh (β1s+ β2h) (24b)

τhḣ= −h+ tanh
�

γωy (e
z − 1) + ξt

�

, (24c)

where, for convenience, ωy = 1/τy .

This dynamical system is examined in Appendix C. For the relevant range of parameters it has three

equilibria: a stable focus where sentiment is positive (s > 0) and the economy is expanding (z > 0),

a stable focus where sentiment is negative (s < 0) and the economy is contracting (z < 0) and an
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unstable saddle point in between.15 The location, attraction basin and stability of the equilibria are

primarily affected by the parameters c2 (sensitivity to sentiment levels) and γ (sensitivity to economic

feedback). In particular, an increasing c2 strengthens convergence towards the equilibria, so the system

acquires greater stability.

If c2 is below a certain critical value, equations (24) generate a periodic limit cycle. The idea that

limit cycles provide a mechanism of economic fluctuations dates back to Kalecki (1937), Kaldor (1940),

Hicks (1950) and Goodwin (1951). Beaudry et al. (2020) reinitiated16 the discussion by proposing that

cyclicality could arise from stochastic limit cycles “wherein the system is buffeted by exogenous shocks,

but where the deterministic part of the system admits a limit cycle”. In our system, exogenous news

noise ξt similarly detunes limit cycle periodicity. This mechanism, however, cannot explain the “small

shock, large crisis” effect or reproduce the general variability present in the real-world economy. At the

other extreme, our system generates noise-prevailing behaviors with weak cyclicality. Neither extreme

accurately reflects empirical observations and thus we seek a sensible balance between these features

in a parameter regime that produces significant dynamic effects but precedes the limit cycle formation

(Appendix C).

To this end, we consider a subcritical regime with c2 above but close to its critical value. In this regime

the foci are always stable, thus acting as attractors entrapping the economy. In Figures 3 and 4, we

compare the phase portraits (ξt = 0) of coherence resonance and limit cycle regimes. In the coherence

resonance case, we take note of the unclosed largescale trajectories that pass near one attractor and

converge to the other. These trajectories, which can be viewed as segments of a limit cycle, are the

pathways along which the economy moves between contraction and expansion.

The dynamics of business cycles are visualized in Figure 5. The economy’s trajectory displays dis-

tinctly bi-stable behavior as it spends most of its time near each focus and transits swiftly between them.

When captive to an attractor, the trajectory follows an orbit around the corresponding focus, buffeted

15For convenience, we classify 3D equilibrium points using more familiar 2D terminology. As such: (i) the stable (unstable)

node has three negative (positive) real eigenvalues; (ii) the focus has one real and two complex eigenvalues and is stable if the

real eigenvalue and the real parts of complex eigenvalues are all negative and unstable otherwise; and (iii) the saddle is always

unstable as it has three real eigenvalues that do not all have the same sign. In the figures, the stable points are green and unstable

points are red, while the nodes are marked by triangles, foci by squares and saddles by circles.
16The empirical irrelevance of periodic limit cycles led to a diminished interest in this research direction. However, a similar

line of research has been pursued in overlapping generations models and innovation cycles. See Hommes (2013) and Beaudry

et al. (2020) for references.
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(a) Coherence resonance for c2 = 7 × 10−4 and γ = 2000. This subcritical regime presents a bi-stable configuration of equilibria: green

squares denote the two stable foci and the red circle an unstable saddle. Red trajectories terminate at the s < 0 focus in which the economy

contracts and blue trajectories terminate at the s > 0 focus in which the economy expands. The long trajectories passing near one focus and

ending at the other are of a particular interest as they provide the pathway for the economy’s regime transitions.
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(b) Limit cycle for c2 = 1 × 10−4 and γ = 4000. In this supercritical regime, only the positive (s > 0) equilibrium point survives, having

bifurcated into an unstable focus, and a large stable limit cycle emerges that propels the economy between contraction and expansion with

a constant frequency.

Figure 3: 3D phase portraits (ξt = 0) in the (s, h, z)-space: (a) the coherence resonance regime and (b) the limit cycle regime.

The long trajectories in (a) can be viewed as segments of the limit cycle in (b), which remain unconnected for ξt = 0. Parameters

other than c2 and γ are from the base case in Appendix A.
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Figure 4: Left: The coherence resonance phase portrait in Figure 3a projected on the s, z-plane. The approximate boundary

between the contraction and expansion regions is indicated by a dashed black line. When the economy moves along the long

trajectories, it traverses quickly the distance in s between the foci. However, the movement speed declines sharply with the

proximity to equilibrium. As a result, the economy slowly ascends along the z-axis towards the left focus in the contraction mode

and slowly descends to the right focus in the expansion mode. As the economy is undergoing this gradual drift, the distance to

the boundary separating contraction and expansion diminishes. Right: The limit cycle phase portrait in Figure 3b projected on

the s, z-plane.

by exogenous noise ξt , preventing it from settling. Simultaneously, the economy drifts slowly towards

the boundary between attracting regions (Figure 4(left)), making it easier for a random news shock to

thrust it across the boundary to be caught by the other attractor. The news shocks ξt thus fulfill a dual

purpose: they perturb the economy from equilibrium and provide a trigger that alternates the economic

regime between expansions and recessions.

This mechanism can be classified as coherence resonance, a phenomenon whereby noise applied to a

dynamical system leads to a quasiperiodic response (Pikovsky and Kurths, 1997). Coherence resonance

normally occurs in bi-stable systems that are stochastically forced and in which key variables evolve on

different timescales. The Dynamic Solow model satisfies these requirements: (i) news shocks provide

a stochastic force; (ii) two stable equilibria emerge in the relevant parameter range; and (iii) the sep-

aration of characteristic timescales follows from the dynamics of corporate decision-making processes.

The three-dimensionality of equations (24) introduces an important novel feature into the classic two-

dimensional case of coherence resonance: the above-mentioned slow drift of the economy’s trajectory,
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Figure 5: A simulated economy’s path for nonzero ξt in the coherence resonance case, smoothed by a Fourier filter to remove

harmonics with periods less than 500 business days for a better visualization in the 3D phase space. The regions where the

trajectory is dense indicate the contraction and expansion attractors, around which the economy spends most of its time. The

relatively straight path segments between the attractors correspond to the economic regime transitions that occur on a relatively

rapid timescale. Parameters are from the base case in Appendix A.

which gradually increases the probability of regime transition17. This novel feature nonetheless leaves

the basic mechanism unchanged: exogenous noise forces the economy across the boundary separating

the regions of different dynamics, effectively reconnecting the trajectories between attractors. As a re-

sult, the economy undergoes quasiperiodic fluctuations consisting of alternating periods of expansion

and recession punctuated by sharp transitions (as in Figure 6).

We finally note that coherence resonance emerges in an economically realistic range of parameters.

17This drift imposes a slow timescale t ≥ O(τy ) on the frequency of the economy’s fluctuations by modulating the probability

of regime transition. This effect was first observed and explained for a similar dynamical system in Kroujiline et al. (2019).
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Figure 6: Sentiment s(t) (left) and output y(t) (right) on a simulated economy’s path for nonzero ξt in the coherence resonance

regime. Output undergoes fluctuations within a general growth trend as sentiment evolution exhibits a distinct bi-stable pattern.

Parameters are from the base case in Appendix A.

In this regime, the economy spends, on average, more time in expansion than contraction as techno-

logical growth (ε > 0) strengthens convergence towards the positive equilibrium. As a result of this

asymmetry, the economy experiences an accelerated pace of expansion above the classic Solow growth

rate. See Appendix C and Appendix D for details.

4. Business Cycles and Long-Term Growth in the General Case

While the supply- and demand-driven cases have been instructive for highlighting the mechanisms

underlying economic dynamics, their applicability as standalone models is limited as supply and de-

mand converge in the long run (equation (21)). As such, our primary focus is on the general case in

which supply and demand coevolve, potentially leading to an interplay of supply- and demand-driven

dynamics. We formulate the general case in Section 4.1, study long-term growth rates in Section 4.2

and examine economic fluctuations in Section 4.3.

4.1. Formulation of the General Case

In the general case, invested capital k can alternate between kd (demand-driven regime) and ks

(supply-driven regime) in accordance with the market clearing condition (20). As discussed in Sec-

tion 2.1, firms’ decision-making processes are influenced by feedback from the economy. However, the

supply-driven regime represents a special situation in which firms’ investment decisions do not affect

economic output as production is determined in this case solely by capital availability. In other words,
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the supply-driven regime implies a Solow-type growth economy propelled by expectations of future con-

sumption so high as to induce firms to utilize all capital supplied by households in production. Therefore,

ẏ , which is positive in this regime, holds no additional information for managers, who are already over-

whelmingly bullish about the economy. The idiosyncratic news ξt remains the only source of nontrivial

information, thereby becoming the focus of managers and analysts alike. Thus, economic feedback γ ẏ

vanishes as a decision factor in the supply-driven regime.

Following this argument, we account for regime-dependent variation in feedback strength by intro-

ducing a regime-specific factor H(kd , ks) that regulates the impact of feedback in equation (19):

τhḣ = −h+ tanh (γ ẏH(ks, kd) + ξt) , (25)

where

H(ks, kd) =







1 if kd ≤ ks

0 if kd > ks

. (26)

The Dynamic Solow model is then represented in the general case by the following system of equa-

tions:

τY ẏ = eρk+εt−y − 1, (27)

k̇s = λe y−ks −δek−ks , (28)

k̇d = c1ṡ+ c2s, (29)

τs ṡ = −s+ tanh (β1s+ β2h) , (30)

τhḣ= −h+ tanh (γ ẏH(ks, kd) + ξt) , (31)

k =min(kd , ks), (32)

ks ∼ kd for t ≥ O(1/ε)� 1, (33)

where (27) is the dynamic equation governing production; (28) describes the motion of capital supply;

(29)-(31) govern the feedback-driven dynamics that link information h, sentiment s and capital demand

kd ; (32) defines the locally-inelastic market clearing condition; and (33) represents long-term market

clearing that takes the form of an asymptotic boundary condition at large t.

4.2. Growth and Convergence in the Long Run

The Dynamic Solow model (27)-(33) covers two regimes with different dynamics: a demand-driven

regime with endogenous fluctuations and a supply-driven regime without them. Both regimes are ex-
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pected to participate in the model’s general case, owing to the convergence of supply and demand in

the long run under equation (33).

Equation (33) is central to our present analysis. Based on the regime definitions, this equation is

satisfied when supply grows faster than demand in the supply-driven regime and, conversely, when

demand grows faster than supply in the demand-driven regime. Under the demand-driven regime, the

two possible mechanisms of fluctuations – limit cycle and coherence resonance – may entail different

growth rates, validating the mechanism if demand grows fast enough to satisfy (33) and invalidating it

otherwise.

This section aims to determine (i) the impact of fluctuations on growth; (ii) the mechanism of fluc-

tuations compatible with equation (33); and (iii) the actual growth dynamics realized in the model. We

first consider separately the supply- and demand-driven regimes (Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2) and then

tackle the general case (Section 4.2.3). Appendix D provides the derivations of the equations herein.

4.2.1. Asymptotic Growth in the Supply-Driven Case (kd > ks)

We show in Appendix D that the economy’s long-term growth in the supply-driven case is given by

y0 = ks0 =
ε

1−ρ ≡ R, (34)

kd0 = 0, (35)

where y0, ks0 and kd0 represent, respectively, the log output, log supply and log demand growth rates;

ρ = 1/3 is the capital share in production; and R denotes the classic Solow growth rate. As expected,

the growth rate is not influenced by demand dynamics and matches R. These estimates are verified by

numerical simulations (see Figure 7). Note that supply always catches up with demand as ks0 > kd0 in

this case.

4.2.2. Asymptotic Growth in the Demand-Driven Case (kd < ks)

We show in Appendix D that the economy’s long-term growth in the demand-driven case satisfies

y0 = ks0 = R+ρ (kd0 − R) . (36)

According to this equation, output becomes dependent on demand, which itself undergoes endogenous

fluctuations, and thus demand dynamics affect the long-term behavior of the economy. The magnitude

of kd0 determines whether the economy expands faster or slower than the classic Solow economy: y0 > R
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Figure 7: A long-term simulation that captures asymptotic growth in the enforced supply-driven regime (k = ks). Output y and

supply ks grow steadily at the Solow rate R while demand kd stagnates. As such, ks will eventually reach and exceed kd , at which

point the supply-driven regime will be succeeded by the demand-driven regime. Parameters are from the base case in Appendix

A.

if kd0 > R and y0 < R if kd0 < R (the latter condition including an important case when kd0 = 0 that

yields an especially slow growth rate y0 = ks0 = ε). Next, we estimate kd0 numerically under the effect

of limit cycle and coherence resonance mechanisms.

Figure 8 depicts the growth dynamics driven by a periodic limit cycle (ξt = 0). We observe that kd0

stays close to zero and y0 and ks0 match ε closely in accordance with (36), meaning the economy grows

only through improvements in production efficiency. Figure 9 displays similar dynamics for the limit

cycle perturbed by exogenous noise ξt . It follows that limit cycles, whether periodic or stochastic, lead

to a growth rate of less than R.

The above result can be understood by noting that an economy on a limit cycle trajectory spends

roughly an equal amount of time in expansion (s > 0) as in contraction (s < 0) and, consequently,

s exhibits on this trajectory a long-term average value of zero. In Appendix D, we find that kd0 is

proportional to the long-term average of s, implying kd0 tends to zero as well; therefore, demand can

never catch up with supply due to the difference in their growth rates. In sum, the fluctuations generated

by a limit cycle detract from long-term growth and fail to satisfy equation (33).

Coherence resonance induces a drastically different long-term dynamic despite the visually similar

fluctuations (see Figure 10). Demand grows asymptotically at kd0 > R, leading to accelerated economic

growth of y0 = ks0 ≡ R? > R in accordance with equation (36). This fast-paced growth, made pos-

sible by excess capital, ks > kd , available for investment in the demand-driven regime, is explained

by technological progress (ε > 0), causing the economy to spend on average more time in expansion
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Figure 8: A long-term simulation that captures asymptotic growth in the enforced demand-driven regime (k = kd) powered by

a periodic limit cycle (ξt = 0) with γ = 1000, c2 = 2× 10−5 and all other parameters from the base case in Appendix A. Left:

Production y grows at a rate lower than the Solow rate R while demand kd stagnates (and, in fact, appears to gradually decrease,

which could be attributed to the slight asymmetry of the limit cycle with respect to s). Since ks and y grow at the same rate

(equation (36)), kd cannot catch up with ks . Right: Sentiment s(t) demonstrates the limit cycle’s periodicity.

than contraction. We further observe that kd0 > R?; that is, demand grows faster than both supply and

output.18 Therefore, demand powered by coherence resonance always catches up with supply.

4.2.3. Asymptotic Growth in the General Case

We have shown that fluctuations affect growth in the demand-driven regime of the Dynamic Solow

model. In particular, limit cycles generate fluctuations that contribute negatively to growth, thus failing

to satisfy the asymptotic boundary condition (33). Therefore, such fluctuations cannot be realized,

which rules out limit cycles as the mechanism from which business cycles.

By contrast, coherence resonance produces fluctuations that contribute positively to growth, so that

demand always catches up with supply. As this occurs, the system transits into the supply-driven regime

in which supply grows faster than demand. Once supply has exceeded demand, the system switches

back into the demand-driven dynamics. The regime cycle has thus come full circle, ensuring (33) is

satisfied in the long run. As such, the economy’s path realized in the general case is forged by a regime

interplay where the supply-driven equilibrium dynamics and the demand-driven fluctuations, powered

by coherence resonance, continuously succeed one another.

Our simulations show the economy grows asymptotically at the Solow rate R. This result is not

18This result is consistent with equation (36), which can be rewritten as kd0 −R? = ((1−ρ)/ρ)(R? −R), so that kd0 > R? since

R? > R and ρ < 1.
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Figure 9: A long-term simulation that captures asymptotic growth in the enforced demand-driven regime (k = kd) powered by

a stochastic limit cycle (ξt 6= 0) with the same parameters as in Figure 8. Left: Production y grows at a rate lower than the

Solow rate R while capital demand kd stagnates (exogenous noise evidently erasing the limit cycle’s asymmetry visible in Figure

8). Since ks and y grow at the same rate (equation (36)), kd cannot catch up with ks . Right: Sentiment s(t) is no longer periodic

due to the impact of ξt .

entirely unexpected. As capital supply and demand converge over the long run, capital invested into

production during the supply- and demand-driven regime segments of the economy’s trajectory must

also match asymptotically, as follows from (32). Consequently, the economy’s average growth rate across

supply-driven segments is equal to the average growth rate across demand-driven segments. As the

economy expands at R in the supply-driven regime, the same growth rate is achieved, on average, across

the demand-driven segments19, meaning R is also the overall rate of expansion. Figure 11 displays a

simulation capturing the realized asymptotic growth path in the general case and highlights the interplay

of the supply- and demand-driven dynamics.

To sum up, the asymptotic growth rates in the demand-driven regime depend on the mechanism

underlying economic fluctuations. Fluctuations driven by a limit cycle cannot be realized since they

do not satisfy the convergence between supply and demand in the long run. The economy’s trajectory

realized in the general case of the Dynamic Solow model consists of a chain of supply-driven regimes

in which the economy experiences the equilibrium growth and demand-driven regimes in which fluc-

tuations emerge via coherence resonance. Overall, the economy grows asymptotically at the classic

Solow rate R. Although fluctuations can cause large excursions from this equilibrium growth path, the

19The demand-driven economy cannot reach the asymptotic growth rate R? > R as a result of the segments’ finite duration and

an adverse growth bias due to the typical alignment of demand-driven segments with recessionary periods.
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Figure 10: A long-term simulation that captures asymptotic growth in the enforced demand-driven regime (k = kd) powered by

coherence resonance in the base case parameter regime (Appendix A). Left: Output y and supply ks expand at the rate R? > R

and demand kd grows faster than both y and ks . As such, kd eventually reaches and exceeds ks , at which point the demand-

driven regime is succeeded by the supply-driven regime. Right: Sentiment s(t) exhibits a bi-stable behavior typical of coherence

resonance.

deviations disappear on the large timescales relevant for the convergence of supply and demand.

4.3. Business Cycle Dynamics

Our analysis of asymptotic growth has led us to conclude that coherence resonance is the relevant

endogenous mechanism underlying economic dynamics as it enables the convergence of capital demand

and supply over the long run. In this section, we focus on the intermediate timescale to examine en-

dogenous fluctuations produced by the Dynamic Solow model (27)-(33) in the coherence resonance

regime.

Figure 12 depicts a typical realization of the economy’s trajectory over the medium term. The econ-

omy undergoes a sequence of supply- and demand-driven dynamic behaviors, as indicated, respectively,

by shaded and unshaded segments. In the demand-driven case, in which demand is below supply, sen-

timent (lower panel) exhibits distinctively bi-stable behavior, staying for long periods near the positive

(expansion) and negative (contraction) equilibria and traversing quickly the distance between them

during economic regime transitions. This sentiment behavior leads to fluctuations in demand (middle

panel) that, in turn, induce business cycles around the long-term growth trend (upper panel). Con-

versely, during periods when supply is the limiting factor, sentiment follows a random walk due to the

absence of economic feedback and the supply-driven economy exhibits the equilibrium growth dynam-

ics.
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Figure 11: A long-term simulation that captures asymptotic growth in the general case. Left: Output y , supply ks and demand kd

grow at the Solow rate R, demonstrating the asymptotic convergence on the economy’s trajectory. Right: The interplay of supply-

and demand-driven regimes on a subsection of the same trajectory. Shaded segments correspond to periods when kd > ks .

Parameters are from the base case in Appendix A.

The long-term simulations demonstrate that demand stays below supply on average ∼ 70% of the

time. This can be interpreted as the firms’ decision to hold excess capital (as, for example, noted in Fair,

2020) as the entire capital supply is made available to firms, implying a capital utilization rate below

100% over extended periods20.

Figure 13 is a histogram of business cycle periods simulated by the model. It displays a wide dis-

tribution with a peak in the 40-70 year interval (with over 50% of the periods falling into this range),

indicating the presence of quasiperiodic fluctuations. To confirm the source of these fluctuations, we

inspect the distribution of the lengths of sentiment cycles, defined as the roundtrip of sentiment between

the positive and negative equilibria (such as those depicted in the lower panel in Figure 12). This distri-

bution, shown in Figure 14, also peaks at 40-70 years. It follows that business cycles are, as expected,

linked to sentiment transitions from one equilibrium to the other driven by coherence resonance. There-

fore, we affirm coherence resonance is the relevant mechanism forming the quasiperiodic fluctuations

in output captured in Figure 13.

In Appendix C, we show that parameter c2, which defines the sensitivity of capital demand to

sentiment, is key to the business cycle duration: the lower c2, the shorter the average duration of business

20The utilization rate measures current production as a proportion of potential production. In our context, the analogous

measure is the ratio of capital in production in the demand-driven regime (k = kd ) to capital available (ks). For empirical evidence

of firms holding excess capital, see the FRED series “Capacity Utilization: Total Index” (CAPUTLB50001SQ) or the Census Bureau’s

National Emergency Utilization Rate. See also Murphy (2017) for a study of the persistence of excess capital.
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Figure 12: A simulation of the economy’s trajectory over the medium term in the model’s general case, which highlights a sequence

of supply- and demand-driven regimes. Shaded segments correspond to periods during which kd > ks . Parameters are from the

base case in Appendix A

.

cycles. We also show there that the model admits coherence resonance only if c2 is above a certain critical

value and tune the model to be in a regime with c2 close to this value. It follows that coherence resonance

– as a mechanism of business cycles driven by firms’ investment – imposes a natural minimum duration

threshold, ruling out fluctuations with a characteristic timespan shorter than the Kondratieff-like 40-70

years.

In current literature, business cycles are typically estimated to last 8-12 years. However, a direct

comparison of the duration would be misleading as our model, which is centered on capital demand

dynamics, does not include links to the faster-paced processes, such as credit or equity market dynamics,

that can accelerate business cycles through further interactions with the real economy. In other words,

our model captures capital demand driven cycles, which are arguably just one of a number of fluctuation

modes that reinforce or otherwise affect each other to produce the business cycles observed in the real
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Figure 13: Histogram of the duration of simulated business cycles. The cycles are based on the detrended production, y−Rt, with

respect to the best fit straight line which coincides with the equilibrium growth path, given by the Solow growth rate R (Section

4.2.3). Duration is calculated as the time interval between two successive zero crossings in the same direction by detrended

production. The histogram, based on the 5 year bins, is truncated at 10 years to eliminate noise artifacts and at 150 years to

highlight its peak. The parameters are from the base case in Appendix A.
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Figure 14: Histogram of the duration of simulated sentiment cycles. The cycles are defined as the roundtrip of sentiment between

the positive and negative equilibria. Duration is calculated as the time interval between two successive zero crossings in the same

direction by sentiment s in the enforced demand-driven case. The histogram, based on the 5 year bins, is truncated at 10 years to

eliminate noise artifacts and at 150 years to highlight its peak. The parameters are from the base case in Appendix A.
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world.

On that point, we take note of Kroujiline et al. (2019) which studies combined effects in a coupled

macroeconomic system, attaching the interactions-based stock market model of Gusev et al. (2015)

(capable of producing relatively short-term endogenous cycles) to the simple phenomenological model

of the economy of Blanchard (1981) (within which output follows slow relaxation dynamics) to obtain

quasiperiodic fluctuations with the same frequency as observed business cycles. A natural next step

would be to investigate whether a more advanced coupled system, where both the financial sector and

the real economy experience nonlinear endogenous dynamics at different frequencies21 can replicate

and explain observed macroeconomic behaviors in greater detail.

5. Conclusion

In this paper we have developed the Dynamic Solow model, a tractable macroeconomic model that

captures dynamic behaviors across multiple timescales, and applied it to study economic fluctuations

and their impact on long-term growth.

Our model consists of a dynamic capital demand component, representing an interactions-based pro-

cess whereby firms determine capital needs and make investment decisions, and a simple capital supply

component in the form of a Solow growth economy. These components are interlinked via a capital

market, which comprises a local inelastic market clearing condition reflecting short-term price rigidity

and an asymptotic market clearing condition valid for timescales in which prices are sufficiently flexible

to match supply and demand. Starting from the micro-level interactions among firms, we derived the

macroscopic equations for capital demand that constitute the dynamic core of the model and attached

them to a capital motion equation for a static representative household (providing a dynamic version of

the Cobb-Douglas production equation to capture short-term processes) and the aforementioned market

clearing conditions. As a result, we have obtained a closed-form nonlinear dynamical system that allows

for the examination of a broad range of economic behaviors.

The Dynamic Solow model admits two characteristic regimes, depending on whether capital demand

exceeds supply or not. When demand exceeds supply, supply drives output and the dynamic demand

component decouples from the rest of the economy, placing the economy on the familiar equilibrium

21Such as the stock market model of Gusev et al. (2015) and the present Dynamic Solow model of the economy, which share a

similar framework for micro-level interactions.
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growth path. Otherwise, demand drives output and the model is shown, for economically realistic pa-

rameters, to possess two attracting equilibria, one where the economy contracts and the other where it

expands. This bi-stable geometry gives rise to business cycles manifested as endogenous fluctuations,

wherein the economy’s long entrapment in recessions and expansions is punctuated by rapid alterna-

tions between them. We show that, in our model, the economy’s realized trajectory is forged by an

interplay of these regimes such that the supply-driven equilibrium dynamics and demand-driven fluctu-

ations continuously succeed one another. We further show that the economy spends around 70% of its

time in the demand-driven regime, indicating fluctuations represent a prevalent economic behavior.

We identify a coherence resonance phenomenon, whereby noise applied to a dynamical system leads

to a quasiperiodic response, to be the mechanism behind demand-driven fluctuations. In our model,

exogenous noise (representing news received by analysts) instigates the economy’s transition from one

equilibrium to the other, resulting in recurrent booms and busts. As such, news shocks act as a catalyst,

which is compatible with the “small shocks, large cycle” effect observed in the real-world economy.

In addition, under a different range of parameter values, we obtain a stochastic limit cycle (i.e. a

limit cycle perturbed by exogenous noise) likewise capable of generating endogenous fluctuations. We

show, however, that this type of fluctuations cannot be realized as the growth dynamics induced by it

do not allow supply and demand to converge in the long run. While both limit cycle and coherence

resonance mechanisms are hardwired in our model, in the sense that the parameter ranges must be

appropriately selected, we conjecture that in reality the economy self-regulates towards the coherence

resonance parameter ranges via long-term price adjustment responsible for the convergence of supply

and demand in the long run.

The distribution of the business cycle periods simulated by our model displays a peak in the Kon-

dratieff range of 40-70 years, demonstrating the quasiperiodic character of demand-driven fluctuations.

We further find coherence resonance imposes a minimum duration threshold that rules out fluctuations

peaking at shorter lengths. This result seems sensible because our model, centered on capital demand

dynamics, has no links to faster-paced processes (such as credit or equity market dynamics) that can

accelerate fluctuations to be in line with the observed business cycles. A natural extension would be

to develop and investigate a coupled system, within which both the financial sector representing such

faster-paced processes and the real economy experience nonlinear endogenous dynamics at different

characteristic frequencies.

Our simulations show that although demand-driven fluctuations occasionally cause large excursions
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from the equilibrium growth path, the deviations vanish in the long run as supply and demand con-

verge. In our model, the equilibrium growth path is defined by the Solow growth rate in which tech-

nology growth appears, simplistically, as a fixed exogenous parameter. From this perspective, it may be

interesting to endogenize the rate of technological progress, which may lead to new dynamic behaviors,

presenting an intriguing topic for future research.
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Appendix A. Model Variables and Parameters

Table A.1: Table of Notation

Definition Type Base Case Value

Production (Section 2.2)
Y Production Variable -
K Capital in production Variable -
y Log production Variable -
k Log capital in production Variable -
τY Production characteristic timescale (business days) Constant 1000
A0 Initial technology level Constant 1
ε Daily technology growth rate Constant 2.5× 10−5

ρ Capital share in production Constant 1/3

Capital Supply (Section 2.3)
Ks Capital supply Variable -
ks Log capital supply Variable -
λ Proportion of income saved Constant 0.15
δ Daily depreciation rate Constant 2× 10−4

Capital Demand (Section 2.4)
Kd Capital demand Variable -
kd Log capital demand Variable -
s Sentiment level Variable -
h Information level Variable -
c1 Capital demand sensitivity to ṡ Constant 3
c2 Capital demand sensitivity to s Constant 7× 10−4

β1 Sentiment herding factor Constant 1.1
β2 Sentiment sensitivity to h Constant 1.0
γ Feedback strength factor Constant 2000
ξt News shocks Exogenous noise -
τs Sentiment characteristic timescale (business days) Constant 250
τh Information characteristic timescale (business days) Constant 25
τξ News shocks characteristic timescale (business days) Constant 5

Limiting Cases (Section 3)
z Production growth indicator Variable -
ωy ωy = τ−1

y Constant 0.001

General Case (Section 4)
y0, ks0, kd0 Asymptotic growth rates of log variables Variable -
R Classic Solow growth rate R= ε/(1−ρ) (daily) Constant 3.75× 10−5

1/ε Technology growth timescale (business days) Constant 4× 104
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Appendix B. Approximate Solution in the Supply-Driven Regime

In this appendix, we solve equation (22) approximately through use of the boundary layer technique

and obtain the economy’s path in analytic form in the intermediate and long run under the supply-driven

regime (K = Ks).

The starting point of our derivation is equation (22), for convenience repeated here:

τY K̈ + (1+τYδ)K̇ +δK = λKρeεt . (B.1)

Recall that 1� τY � 1/ε, where τY is the timescale in which output adjusts to changes in the level of

capital and 1/ε is the timescale of output growth in the long run. We aim to capture the dynamics on

these two timescales by solving equation (B.1) on the interval t ≥ O(τy). For simplicity, we assume that

τYδ� 1, which implies that τYδK̇ is much larger than K̇ and τY K̈ on the interval t ≥ O(τy), allowing

us to derive a more compact solution.

First, we consider equation (B.1) for t � τy . In this outer region, τy K̇ � K and we can approximate

the solution to (B.1) by the solution to equation:

δKo = λKρo eεt , (B.2)

which is given by

Ko =
�

λ

δ
eεt
�

1
1−ρ

. (B.3)

Next, we consider equation (B.1) on the interval O(τy) ≤ t � 1/ε, where eεt → 1 and τy K̇ is not

necessarily substantively smaller than K . In this inner region, we can approximate the solution to (B.1)

by the solution to

τy K̇i + Ki =
λ

δ
Kρi . (B.4)

This is the Bernoulli equation and its solution is given by

Ki =
�

Be−(1−ρ)
t
τy +

λ

δ

�
1

1−ρ
, (B.5)

where B is the constant of integration.

Solutions Ko and Ki must match in the overlapping interval τY � t � 1/ε. This is satisfied for any

value of B since Ko →
�

λ
δ

�
1

1−ρ and Ki →
�

λ
δ

�
1

1−ρ , as follows from (B.3) and (B.5). Thus, we approximate

the solution to equation (B.1) in this region by

Km =
�

λ

δ

�
1

1−ρ
. (B.6)
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The approximate solution to equation (B.1) that is uniformly valid for all t ≥ O(τy) is given by

K = Ki + Ko − Km =
�

λ

δ

�
1

1−ρ
�

�

Be−
�

1−ρ
τy

�

t + 1
�

1
1−ρ
+ e

�

ε
1−ρ

�

t − 1

�

, (B.7)

where B has been rescaled for convenience.

As a final step, we obtain the solution for output Y by inverting the equation of capital motion (4):

Y =
1
λ

�

K̇ +δK
�

. (B.8)

Note that K̇ � δK on the interval t ≥ O(τY ) due to the simplifying assumption τYδ� 1. Therefore,

the corresponding uniform approximation for output Y , valid for all t ≥ O(τY ), is given by

Y =
�

λ

δ

�
ρ

1−ρ
�

�

Be−
�

1−ρ
τy

�

t + 1
�

1
1−ρ
+ e

�

ε
1−ρ

�

t − 1

�

. (B.9)

Appendix C. Model Parameterization

In this appendix, we examine the model’s parameters and discuss how they affect the behavior of

the dynamical system (24) in the phase space.

We begin with equation (24b) that describes sentiment dynamics. Parameter β1 defines the relative

importance of the herding and random behaviors of firms. In an unforced situation (β2 = 0), the number

of stable equilibrium points, to which the firms’ sentiment s converges, doubles at β1 = 1 from one to

two. For β1 < 1, random behavior prevails since there is a single equilibrium at s = 0, meaning firms

fail to reach a consensus opinion. Conversely, for β1 > 1, herding behavior rules as equation (24b)

generates a polarized, bi-stable environment with one pessimistic (s < 0) and one optimistic (s > 0)

equilibrium states. It is sensible to assume β1 ∼ 1, otherwise firms would unrealistically behave either

randomly or in perfect synchronicity. We set β1 = 1.1, implying a slight prevalence of herding over

randomness. In addition, we set β2 = 1 to ensure that analysts’ influence on firms’ managers likewise

appears in the leading order.

We now consider the information dynamics in (24c). The terms under the hyperbolic tangent de-

scribe the impacts of economic growth and exogenous news on the collective opinion of analysts h. We

assume these two sources of information are of equal importance. Thus, we expect that γωy = O(1) in

the feedback term and we model ξt as an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process with an O(1) standard deviation

and short decorrelation timescale τξ. Note that ωy � 1 and accordingly γ� 1.
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Finally, we inspect the economic dynamics in (24a). In this equation, different terms determine

leading behaviors on separate timescales. We show in Appendix D that the last three terms (with

technology growth rate ε estimated on the basis of observed total factor productivity) are in balance in

the long run. However, if we consider short timescales, the change in sentiment ṡ becomes dominant.

Thus, equation (24a) can be approximated in the short run as ż ∼ ρc1ṡ and we set ρc1 = 1. We also

note that by construction c2 � c1 to ensure that the term c2s does not contribute to capital demand

dynamics on short timescales. Hence we expect c2� 1.

As highlighted in Section 2, there is a segregation of characteristic timescales that emerges naturally

from the types of decisions faced by the different agents in the model: τξ � τh � τs � τy � 1/ε.

This segregation facilitates the transfer of the impact of instantaneous news shocks ξt across multiple

timescales. The estimates for the timescales are discussed in Section 2.5.

The parameters c2 and γ are central to the system’s behavior in the phase space. Increasing c2

stabilizes the system, strengthening convergence towards the stable equilibria and creating a higher

barrier between attracting regions. The role of γ is twofold. As γ grows from zero, its immediate effect

is to destabilize the system due to growing economic feedback. However, as γ continues to increase, it

exerts a stabilizing effect similar to that of c2 because of the term γc2 in the equilibrium condition:

arctanh(s)− β1s = β2 tanh (γc2s+ γε) , (C.1)

which follows from equations (24) for ḣ = ṡ = ż = ξt = 0. Consequently, the potential to generate

autonomous economic instability is limited. In particular, there exists a critical value22 of c2 ∼ 10−4

below which feedback may generate a limit cycle and above which it does not. Figure C.15 depicts the

formation and subsequent destruction, for c2 = 10−4, of the limit cycle as γ increases.

In this paper, we argue that realistic economic behaviors cannot be explained by a stochastic limit

cycle. Therefore, we proceed to study the system for c2 & 10−4, which ensures a bi-stable configuration

without a limit cycle. Figure C.16 illustrates that as c2 increases, the barrier between attracting regions

grows stronger, resulting in less frequent crossings from one region to the other (i.e. cycle duration

increases). We seek c2 at the lower end of this range to reduce cycle duration.

Similarly, the barrier between attracting regions grows stronger as γ increases, resulting in infrequent

transitions between the attractors. Relatively small values of γ, however, dampen feedback, leading

22Subject to the values set for the other parameters.
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Figure C.15: Development of a stable limit cycle with increasing γ for ξt = 0, c2 = 1× 10−4 and all other parameter values from

the base case (Appendix A). The left panels show the phase portraits projected on the (s, z)-plane and the right panels plot s(t).

Classification of equilibrium points is provided in footnote 15 in Section 3.2. As γ increases, a large stable limit cycle emerges and

then vanishes, demonstrating the destabilizing effect of γ at low values and its stabilizing effect at high values. (i) Stable dynamics

for γ= 350: red trajectories converge to the left focus and blue trajectories converge to the right focus. (ii) The equilibria become

unstable and a large stable limit cycle emerges for γ= 1000. (iii) The left node and the saddle point vanish while the limit cycle

persists at γ= 4000. (iv) The dynamics are again stable at γ= 15000: trajectories converge to the stable focus and the limit cycle

disappears.
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Figure C.16: The effect of c2 on the dynamics of sentiment s(t) for ξt 6= 0. As c2 increases from the base case value c2 = 7×10−4

(left) to c2 = 9.5× 10−4 (right), the barrier separating the two attracting regions grows stronger. The system spends more time

captive to the attractors, reducing the frequency of the crossings between them and lengthening the duration of fluctuations. Note

that the system tends to stay longer at the expansion attractor (where s > 0) owing to the asymmetry induced by technological

growth ε > 0. All other parameters are from the base case (Appendix A).

to weak dynamics and stochastic-like behavior. Accordingly, we focus on values of γ between these

two extremes. Figure C.17 depicts the dynamics under different values of γ, with balanced dynamic

behaviors for a reasonably wide range thereof.

We select c2 = 7 × 10−4 and γ = 2000 for the base case studied in Sections 3.2 and 4. Note that

c2� 1, γ� 1 and γωy = O(1), as expected. Figure C.18 provides the base case phase portrait (ξt = 0)

projected on the (s, h)−plane, showing attracting regions around the two stable equilibria as well as long

trajectories passing near each attractor and ending at the opposite equilibrium. These trajectories, which

emerge due to strong feedback (γ � 1), allow the economy to transition quickly between expansions

and contractions.

The attractors are not connected and the economy cannot cross the boundary separating them in the

absence of exogenous news shocks ξt . It takes a random news event to force the economy, entrapped

by one attractor, across the boundary. Once it crosses the boundary, the economy finds itself on the long

trajectory that takes it swiftly to the other attractor, where the economy remains captive until another

news event instigates the next regime transition by again forcing the economy across the boundary. At

this point the economy is carried back to the entrapment region where it started. This is the coherence

resonance mechanism that is at the heart of the economic fluctuations in our model.

As a final comment, we note that if ε = 0, the equilibrium condition (C.1) is symmetric to s→ −s.
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Figure C.17: The effect of γ on the dynamics of sentiment s(t) for ξt 6= 0. At low γ, the system’s behavior is dominated by noise

as the barrier between the two attracting regions is weak. As γ increases, the barrier grows stronger and the system becomes

extremely bi-stable. Reasonably balanced dynamics emerge in the range from γ= 1500 to γ= 2500. Note the asymmetry caused

by technological growth becomes exacerbated as γ increases in accordance with equation (C.1). All other parameters are from

the base case (Appendix A).
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Figure C.18: System dynamics in the base case (Appendix A). Left: A phase portrait (ξt = 0) projected on the (s, h)-plane.

The portrait depicts stable foci, separated by a saddle point, and the large trajectories relevant for regime transitions. Right: A

trajectory (ξt 6= 0) projected on the (s, h)-plane. The stable foci are at the center of the two attracting regions, within which the

trajectory is dense. The transit of the economy between these regions corresponds to regime transitions between contractions

and expansions, occurring at much shorter intervals than the periods during which the economy is captive to an attractor. The

trajectory was smoothed by a Fourier filter to remove harmonics with periods less than 500 business days for clean visualization.
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Figure C.19: The effect of ε on the dynamics of sentiment s(t) for ξt 6= 0. As ε increases from the base case value ε = 2.5× 10−5

(left) to ε = 7.5×10−5 (right), the system behavior begins to exhibit a stronger asymmetry between the contraction and expansion

attractors. All other parameters are from the base case (Appendix A).
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Technology growth, ε > 0, causes an asymmetry23 wherein the equilibrium at s > 0 becomes stronger

than that at s < 0 (to the extent that the latter vanishes above a certain threshold). As a result, the system

tends to stay longer in the region where economic sentiment is positive, accelerating the economy’s long-

term growth. The asymmetry, however, vanishes in the limit cycle regime, whether periodic or stochastic

(Section 4.2). Figure C.19 illustrates this asymmetric behavior.

Appendix D. Asymptotic Analysis of Long-Term Growth

In this appendix, we study the behavior of the Dynamic Solow model in the long run by seeking

y ∼ y0 t, kd ∼ kd0 t and ks ∼ ks0 t in equations (27)-(33) at large values of t.

Appendix D.1. Asymptotic Behavior in the Supply-Driven Regime (kd > ks)

We first consider the situation where capital demand exceeds supply, which entails k = ks under the

market clearing condition (32), and obtain the resulting growth rates.

For t � 1, the production equation (27) becomes

e(ρks0+ε−y0)t − 1= τy y0. (D.1)

Consequently, (ρks0 + ε − y0)t must be constant, which in turn implies that

y0 = ρks0 + ε, (D.2)

with a precision of up to O(1/t). Similarly, capital supply equation (28) yields

ks0 = λe(y0−ks0)t −δ, (D.3)

so that (y0 − ks0)t is constant and, therefore, with a precision of up to O(1/t):

ks0 = y0. (D.4)

It follows from equations D.2 and D.4 that

y0 = ks0 =
ε

1−ρ ≡ R, (D.5)

where R denotes the classic Solow growth rate.24

23Note that γ amplifies the asymmetry via the term γε in equation (C.1).
24This same result also follows from equation (23) for t≥O(1/ε).
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To determine the growth rate of capital demand kd0, we average equation (29) with respect to time,

noting that ¯̇s = 0 since s is bounded:

kd0 = c2s̄, (D.6)

where the bar denotes the time average.

Then we average equation (31) while noting that ¯̇h = 0 since h is bounded and that H(ks, kd) = 0

from (26) (no feedback) to obtain

h̄= tanh (ξt) = tanh
�

ξt

�

= 0, (D.7)

where we have assumed that fluctuations are small to allow us to take averages under the hyperbolic

tangent25. Similarly averaging equation (30) leads to

s̄ = tanh (β1s+ β2h) = tanh (β1s̄) . (D.8)

Equation (D.8) has three solutions for β1 > 1: s = 0, s− < 0, and s+ > 0, where s− = −s+. Our

focus is on s− and s+ as they correspond to the stable equilibrium points26. The system spends most of

its time in the attracting regions that surround each of these two equilibria and transits rapidly between

them when forced by exogenous noise. In the long run, the time spent in transit is negligible relative to

the length of time during which the system is entrapped by the attractors. The attractors have the same

strength and are located symmetrically in s, thus the system tends to spend an equal amount of time at

each of them at large t. Therefore, its average position with respect to sentiment s must be zero. More

formally, taking s− and s+ as the attractors’ proxies, we estimate the long-term average sentiment as

s̄ =
1
2
(s− + s+) = 0. (D.9)

Hence equation (D.6) yields

kd0 = 0. (D.10)

This result is intuitively clear: the growth of demand is driven in the long run by average sentiment,

which converges to zero because its dynamics are symmetric in the absence of feedback. We conclude

that in the supply-driven regime the economy’s growth is, as expected, independent of capital demand

25This simplifying assumption does not severely restrict applicability as tanh x is approximated reasonably well by a linear

function for −1≤x≤1 and the noise amplitude is O(1) in (D.7).
26For the base case value β1 = 1.1, we have s± ≈ ±0.5 from (D.8).
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and matches the classic Solow growth, y0 = ks0 = R, while capital demand is stagnating (kd0 = 0). We

verify these results via numerical simulations in Section 4.2.

Appendix D.2. Asymptotic Behavior in the Demand-Driven Regime (kd < ks)

In the demand-driven regime, the market clearing condition (32) yields k = kd , so that equation

(27) becomes

e(ρkd0+ε−y0)t − 1= τy y0. (D.11)

Consequently,

y0 = ρkd0 + ε, (D.12)

with a precision of up to O(1/t). Similarly, equation (28) takes the form:

ks0 = λe(y0−ks0)t −δekd−ks . (D.13)

The term δekd−ks can be neglected as it is exponentially small for kd < ks; therefore, with a precision of

up to O(1/t):

y0 = ks0. (D.14)

And finally, averaging equation (29) leads to

kd0 = c2s̄. (D.15)

We can rewrite equations (D.12) and (D.14) as

y0 = ks0 = R+ρ (kd0 − R) . (D.16)

It follows that if s̄ > R
c2

, then the economy’s long-term growth exceeds the classic Solow growth rate R.

For the base case values of c2, ε and ρ in our model, we find s̄ > 0.05.

To estimate s̄, we must consider three types of characteristic behavior possible in the demand-driven

regime: noise-driven, limit cycle and coherence resonance behavior. Noise-driven behavior prevails

when feedback is weak. This situation is, in its limit, equivalent to that of the supply-driven regime

in which sentiment behaves symmetrically with respect to the origin. Therefore, s̄ → 0. Thus, the

noise-driven mode generates growth y0→ ε, which is lower than R.

The growth in the two other modes is studied numerically in Section 4.2. For completeness, we

briefly note, first, limit cycles (periodic or stochastic) lead to s̄→ 0 and y0→ ε (as the economy tends to
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spend a half of its time in the region where s > 0 and the other half where s < 0) and, second, coherence

resonance yields s̄ > 0.05 and y0 > R, owing to the attractors’ asymmetry caused by technological growth

(ε > 0) in the presence of economic feedback (γ > 0).

As a final remark, it follows from (D.12) that, asymptotically, z ∼ z0 t ∼ (ρkd0 + ε − y0)t ∼ O(1).

The system’s motion is therefore bounded in z. Its motion is likewise bounded in s and h, which vary

between -1 and 1, as, at the boundaries, ṡ and ḣ are directed into the domain of motion as follows,

respectively, from equations (30) and (31). Thus, the system’s phase trajectories are bounded in the

(s, h, z)-space.
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